COLLEGE FOOTBALL OFFICIATING, LLC
The Redding / Shaw Weekly Quiz
Week 1
This quiz is being provided on a weekly basis to promote robust crew discussions and further
individual rules study. It is in no way intended to be official play interpretations, as those are
contained within Part II of the 2019 NCAA Football Rules, and are updated by official CFO Play
Interpretation Bulletins when released during the season. These quizzes will be released on
Wednesday of each game week, with answers being provided on the following Monday.
Answer each question by giving THESE FOUR ITEMS of information for the next time the ball is to be
put in play:
Team in possession
Down and distance (or Free Kick or Try)
Yard line of succeeding spot
Game clock status (Ready/ Snap / Running / FK Rules / No Clock / 10-Second Runoff)
For any fouls that are not offset, assume that the penalty is accepted unless it is declined by rule,
including accepting a 10 second subtraction if it is available.

1. A 2/20, A-30. Midway through the first quarter A32 receives a handoff from A12 on the A-22. He is
grabbed by the facemask at the A-26 where he fumbles the ball. Teammate A44 recovers on the A-28
and advances to the A-40 where runs out of bounds.
Ruling: A, 1/10, A-45, Ready.

2. A 4/8, 50. The snap to punter A19 is over his head. He retreats to the A-20 where he picks up the
ball and kicks it while on the run. B25 holds gunner A44 at the B-40. The ball lands on the A-49 where
B11 recovers it and advances to the A-40.
Ruling: A, 1/10, B-40, Snap.

3. A 3/5, B10. Team A trails 27-20 with 0:02 remaining in the fourth quarter. A12 completes a pass to
A88 in the end zone, making the score 27-26. B90 is flagged for roughing the passer. Time expires on
the play.
Ruling: A, try, B-1 ½, No clock.

4. A 4/5, A-15. Team A leads 27-24 with 0:04 in the fourth quarter. Punter A22 muffs the snap and as it
is rolling on the ground at the A-5, he kicks it into and through the end zone. Time expires in the fourth
quarter.
Ruling: Safety. Game over. Score A27 – B26.

5. Second and five from the A-45. In an attempt to sack quarterback A12, B75 grasps his face mask at the
A-40, causing him to fumble. The ball is recovered by B68 who runs the ball out of bounds at the A-35.
Ruling: A, 1/10, B-40, Ready.

6. Third and seven at the B-30. B22 intercepts a pass at the B-4 and his momentum carries him into the
end zone. He tries to advance into the field of play but is tackled in the end zone. During B22’s run, B55
blocks A88 below the waist at the B-8.
Ruling: B, 1/10, B-2, Snap.

7. Third and 10 at the A-40. A’s pass is intercepted by B22 at the B-45. He returns the ball to the A-30
where he is hit and fumbles. A17 picks up the loose ball and runs to the A-40 where he is tackled.
Ruling: A, 1/10, A-40, Ready.

8. Third and 5 at the B-20. Ball carrier A22 is tackled inbounds by B44 at the B-5. After the ball is dead,
A22 gets up and slugs B44.
Ruling: A, 1/10, B-20, Ready.

